
 

Senior Manager Performance Marketing (m/f)  

As soon as possible, permanent position, fulltime  

Since 2015 we, Fitz & Huxley, dedicated ourselves to the design of fine, but functional backpacks that suit 

every outfit perfectly (we are convinced that backpacks do not have to be streetwear only!). We combine 

minimalistic design, high quality and natural materials with great attention to functional details. Our 

backpacks are lasting, loyal partners for small and big urban adventures and always an individual statement 

for taste and style – designed in Berlin. We are rapidly expanding and you can be a part of it! Have a look at 

our website www.fitzandhuxley.com Our office is located at Storkower Straße, Berlin. 

 

We are currently looking for our “Head of” of our performance marketing team:  

 

▪ You create, check and optimize our performance-marketing-campaigns (especially 

Facebook/IG, Adwords in DE and remaining EU) and thereby substantially contribute to our 

sales (growth).  

▪ You promote the strategic development of our marketing as well as the behind processes, 

meaning that you improve e.g. the tracking and thereby efficient budget allocation or 

develop new (performance-marketing)-channels. 

 

What do we demand? 

 

▪ You have several years of experience in performance-marketing in a firm that is very 

successful online (channels: Facebook/IG as well as AdWords: Display, Keywords, Youtube, 

Google Shopping). 

▪ You are extremely well structured and number-oriented (A/B-tests are your multiplication 

table, regulation according to ROAS a must do) but at the same time you have a sense for 

creating optically and content-wise convincing campaigns for our target group.  

▪ You are technophile and confident of handling the technical requirements of state-of-the-art 

performance-marketing (tracking, retargeting, landingpage-optimisation, attribution, 

analytics) as well as the management of the individual country accounts.  

▪ Exploiting the full technical potential, to optimize tracking and performance, is self-evident to 

you and is promoted actively to the IT by you.  

 

What do we offer? 

 

▪ You will be a part of a small, young team in a fast-growing fashion label. You can shape the 

future of Fitz & Huxley and become a part of what we call “authentic marketing” – in direct 

collaboration with our CEO/founder 

▪ With further growth and appropriate performance, you will take over the management of 

the performance marketing team and will further develop the team.  

▪ Fun at work and with work – that’s important to us!  

▪ Good salary with additional reward for exceptional performance.  

 

Are you interested? Or have further questions? 



 
Just send us an email to hr@fitzandhuxley.com with a few words about yourself, your motivation, as well as 

your availability. Please also attach your current CV and all relevant certificates in pdf format. We are looking 

forward to your application! 

 


